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Abstract: Optimal management operations of water distribution systems improve water utility
performance by reducing costs and resource waste. Obviously, the more accurate the water demand
forecasting model, the better the operation. Classical artificial neural networks (ANNs) use external
variables (e.g. weather and social variables) as inputs for their water demand forecasting processes.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) use ANN architectures of several layers, and use the output of
these layers as inputs for the previous layers, thus generating a closed loop for the regression
process, what typically outperforms ANN performance. This work aims to generate even better results
than RNNs by additionally including the time-series error in the process. The proposal is to develop a
recursive forecasting approach, applying a nonlinear autoregressive model with exogenous networks
(NARX), which forecasts water demand by also processing external inputs such as temperature, rain,
weekday, and hour of the day. The water demand forecasting model is then updated by processing its
associated error through an unscented Kalman filter (UKF), which is specifically useful for near realtime processes. This derives from UKFs’ ability to quickly synthesize highly nonlinear spaces. The
proposed method is applied to one water utility district metered area of a medium-size city. The
results show significant performance improvements when compared to classical non-recursive
methods (e.g. ANN and support vector regression). The UKF-updated NARX has, thus, huge potential
to provide key benefits for WDSs operation and management in near real-time.
Keywords: Water distribution systems; Water demand forecasting; NARX-Model; Unscented Kalman
filter.
1

INTRODUCTION

The use of just historical data on water demand to reconstruct demand behavior has given fruitful
results on future consumption estimation through tools based on time series analysis. For example,
autoregressive (AR), autoregressive-integrated-moving-average (ARIMA), and seasonal ARIMA
models have been developed and compared with other new techniques (Cutore et al. 2008; Mombeni
et al. 2013). Donkor et al. (2012) develop a set of models for various horizons and compare the
results from several models, including ARIMA and multi-regression. The authors highlight the
influence of the horizon span (short or long-term forecasting) for the performance of predictive
models. They find artificial neural networks (ANNs) as the most appropriate method for short-term
demand forecasting. Beyond ANN, Machine Learning (ML) has produced a number of data-driven
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methods to generate input-output models, which are similar to the ANN approaches. These
approaches can, however, overcome the typical ANN architecture definition issues and their strong
parametric dependence, which is known to be higher for ANN than for other ML methods. Herrera et
al (2010) present an insightful comparison among some common methods applied to short-term water
demand and point at the advantages of using support vector regression (SVR) methods.
Bougadis et al (2005) present a comparison among regression models, time-series analyses and
ANNs. They show that dynamic forecasting modelling allows ML methods to use temporal trends
found in time-series data. Dynamic networks have been used to forecast quasi-periodical parameters
in WDSs, such as tank levels (Brentan et al. 2017) by applying NARX networks, or water demand
forecasting (Ghiassi et al, 2008) by applying dynamic neural networks (DNNs).
Hybrid algorithms can improve the accuracy of forecasting tools by gathering climatic and social
effects along with the time-series trend. Several authors have proposed hybrid methods, highlighting
the use of ANN and ARIMA models (Zhang et al, 2003; Herrera et al., 2011: Khashei et al, 2011) or
the use of ML methods linked to transformation models, such as the wavelet transform (Campisi et al.,
2012) or Fourier series (Odan et al., 2012; Brentan et al., 2017).
This paper is intended to lay stress on the importance of robust and reliable tools for near real-time
water demand forecasting. Taking advantage of the capacity of dynamic models to model water
demand behavior, and the ability of nonlinear filters to synthesize residual time-series, this work
presents a hybrid model combining a black-box model based on a NARX network to forecast water
demand, and a post-processing step based on a filtering model for error analysis using an unscented
Kalman filter (UKF). The approach explores important features of these ML tools in dynamic
processes and the potential of UKFs to successfully handle noisy time-series. The method is tested in
a real case study from the city of Franca (Brazil).
2

HYBRID ONLINE TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS

The forecasting method presented in this work encompasses two phases. The first phase uses
external variables (weather and social inputs) and a set of values representing the history of the timeseries (time delay) to predict water demand using a NARX model. The model is classified as shortterm water demand forecasting model since it is driven by a 20-minute time step. The second phase
uses the residual time series obtained by the difference between the real and the estimated demands
during the first phase.
2.1

Nonlinear autoregressive, with exogenous input networks (NARX)

Among the classical architectures of ANNs, the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) has inspired changes to
better perform in dynamic spaces. The information of past time-steps (delays) can be used as input,
thus generating recurrent networks. The direction that the information is propagated in this kind of
networks allows to develop a wealth of architectures, linking output and hidden layers with items at
the input level. NARX networks work with a closed information loop between the output and the input
layers (Lin et al. 1996).
Considering the classical MLP architecture, the NARX model takes, in addition, the exogenous vector
𝒙! as input, indexed at time step 𝑡, and the delay vector, 𝒖! , which is composed by the last 𝑑 values of
the output. The current output, 𝑦! , can be written as:
𝑓 𝒙! = 𝑦! = 𝑓

!
!!! 𝑤! . 𝑓

!
!!! 𝑤! . 𝑥!

+

!
!!! 𝑤! . 𝑢!!!

+ 𝑏 ! + 𝑏 ! . (01)

NARX networks use similar (standard) notation as MLPs, and training also follows similar processes,
which use feedforward algorithms adapted to the recurrent features (Hakin, 1994).
2.2

Unscented Kalman filter (UKF)

As a non-linear filter, an UKF (Julier et al., 1997) presents various improvements over the extended
Kalman filters, mainly regarding the linearization method required to apply the classical Kalman filter
for nonlinear problems, which thus reduces errors and saves computational time. The main idea of a
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Kalman filter is to estimate a state from a data set with noise and other uncertainty sources. This state
is compound of unknown variables that tend to be more precise than those based on a single
measurement.
The nonlinear dynamic system is described as:
𝒙!!! = 𝑭(𝒙! , 𝒖! , 𝒗! )
𝒚! = 𝑯(𝒙! , 𝒏! )

(02)
(03)

where 𝒙!!! is the unknown state at time step 𝑘 + 1, the response of an exogenous input is 𝒖! and the
observed signal is 𝒚! ; 𝒗! is the process associated with the noise, and 𝒏! is the recorded noise. 𝑭
and 𝑯 are nonlinear functions.
The first order approximations presented by an extended Kalman filter can generate some errors and
non-smooth functions may diverge. In this sense, an UKF presents improvements for the nonlinearity
approach, using a smaller dataset able to model the future state (Wan et al., 2000). The key for
suitable UKF performance is the unscented transformation (Julier et al., 1997), which calculates the
statistical variables of random distributions. In an UKF, this trick is used to estimate the means and
the covariance matrix, calculating, without any linearization, a transfer matrix defining the process.
2.2

Hybrid online time-series analysis

Highly monitored systems generate huge amounts of data, and require advanced tools to further
explore and transform data into useful information. Online water demand forecasting using hybrid
models has been proposed to improve model quality and accuracy. However, the use of online ML
tools can be hard as updating parameters for every new data is highly time-consuming. In this sense,
the use of hybrid models as proposed by (Brentan et al. 2017b), is useful because the robust ML
method is retrained for a large interval, while time-series analysis methods are updated in real-time.
For the hybrid models presented in this work, the time-series analysis method is updated at each time
step, adding the new data about demand measurement and disregarding the last value of a certain
data window.
3

RESULTS

The proposed methodology is applied to the inlet demand of a district metered area (DMA) from
Franca, a Brazilian city in São Paulo State. This DMA is integrated by 2,728 user connections,
basically residential consumers. For water demand forecasting, an input vector is built by using
weather and social variables. Social variables are responsible to give information of consumers'
behavior, while weather variables usually complement the social behavior for various conditions. In
this study, time of the day, day of the week, and holidays are taken as social variables, while
temperature, air humidity and rain are used as weather variables. A correlation study for this DMA is
presented in Brentan et al. (2017c).
The neural network size and the time delay are determined in a grid search optimization process. By
varying the number of neurons in the hidden layer and the size of the delay vector, the NARX network
approaches better or worse the final demand. Given the training dataset, the number of neurons and
the delay size are determined by minimizing the training error. This results in a network with 15
neurons and a delay of 24 hours. The good performance of the NARX network can be highlighted by
statistical error parameters such as the root mean square error RMSE = 1.407 l/s, the mean absolute
error (MAE\%)=5.1674% or the correlation coefficient, R² = 0.9745. Figure 01 presents the validation
measures and the estimated dataset.
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Figure 01. Water demand forecasting using NARX network and comparison with the real data
A residual series is computed as the difference between the predicted and the observed time-series.
Figure 02 presents the typical behavior of the residual series for the predicted demand using NARX.

Figure 02. Sample of the residual series for water demand forecasting using NARX.
As observed in Figure 02 the oscillation of the error from positive to negative values creates a time
series with almost zero mean (as white Gaussian noise) allowing the application of UKFs. We follow
the same approach presented in (Brentan et al. 2017b) using an adaptive Fourier series by taking the
residual series and applying the UKF model using a 24h data sliding window. The statistical error
parameters show a significant improvement of the NARX results: RMSE = 0,304 l/s, mean absolute
error (MAE\%)=0.107\% and correlation coefficient R²= 0.9980.
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Figure 03. Comparison of measured and estimated demands by the NARX network and by the hybrid
NARX+UKF for a week of the validation dataset.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Urban water demand is a dynamic variable associated with several uncertainty sources. Operation
decisions of water utility managers should be made bearing in mind the full supply of the required
demand. In this sense, high accuracy models for water demand forecasting are required.
The effectiveness of a near real-time forecasting model is linked not only to the accuracy of the
results but also to the processing speed. However, re-training black-box models, such as NARX
networks, can hamper any real-time approach. For this reason, a second process, based on the UKF
method, is added in this paper. This aids to improve the quality of the predicted demand in a short
processing time. The use of a sliding window increases the knowledge of the recent temporal trends
of the time-series, without retraining the NARX network from scratch.
Considering the two models applied in this work, the results show the ability of dynamic processing
models to predict short-term urban water demand, considering its natural dynamic and hydraulic
behavior. Various dynamic natural processes have been evaluated and compared to validate the
suitability and performance of the proposed hybrid methodology. Among other hybrid approaches, the
use of non-recurrent estimation methods, such as support vector machine and multi-Kernel
regression, are linked to time-series processing methods, such as adaptive Fourier series and moving
average regression. The use of a NARX network linked to an UKf shows better performance in error
analysis grounds. The NARX network is a powerful estimation tool and generates error time-series,
with better stability, thus allowing more accurate final processing through an UKf.
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